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WHO NEEDS COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS, AND WHY?

David Hawkridge
Institute of Educational Technology

The Open University

Abstract

What are the popular rationales for using computers in schools? Are there
others that are being neglected? How do they stand up to criticism? Are they
the same in both developing and industrialcountries? Is there any evidence that
priorities are changing? 'This paper addresses these questions and draws
particularly on recent research, funded by the Harold Macmillan Trust, in
developing countries of Africa, Asia and the Arabic-speaking world.

Who needs computers in schools, and why?

Imagine for a moment that you are Minister of Education in some country, not this one. Do you
like the idea? Perhaps the thought of all the perks crosses your mind, oreven the notion of
entertaining Sir Kenneth Baker, as he may well be lief= long. Or perhaps you instantly recoil
from having as many problems on your hands as he has. At any rate, you may be sure that, as
Minister, sooner or later, probably sooner, you will have to consider very seriously this questionofwho needs computers in schools, and why? You will receive plenty of advice, andnot simply from
your officials. And you will want a sound rationale.

Today rd like to spell out four popular rationales for using computers in schools, and subjczt
them to some criticism. Then I shall draw comparisons between such rationales in industrialcountries and developing ones. What I have to say is based on recent work rve been doing, with
rwo British colleagues, in Mica, Asia and the Arab-speaking world (Hawkridge, Jaworski and
McMahon, in press). I am glad that The HarukiMacmillan Trust funded our project paying ourco-workers in seven of those countries. Finally, I want to consider whether priorities are changing?Are governments shifting their ground as they uy to justify putting computers into schools?

Uses of computers in schools

But first, let's just 'remind ourselves whatchildren use computers 16r? In industrial countries,childrea use them in schools for four main purposes.

o to become generally aware of the uses and limitations of computers;

o to learn computer programming (usually in BASIC but sometimes other languages such
as PASCAL or LOGO);

o to learn to use programs, for word-processing, spreadsheet analysis, graphics, process
control and information retrieval from databases;

o to learn selected topics from school subjects right across the curriculum, with the
computer and educational software either complementing or temporarily replacing theteacher.

Teachers also use computers for record-keeping: some teachers even keep track of the progress ofindividual children. Administrators use them to support managerial and administrative functions,such as scheduling and financial accounting. All this is well-known. Now let's consider thepopular rationales behind these uses.

Four popular rationales

To justify using computers in sckools, the strongest reason offered by policy-makers is that allchildren of secondary school age (and perhaps even those of primary school age) should be awareand unafraid of how computers work, because computers are pervading industrial societies and are
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likely to be important in all countries. Since schools prepare children for life, they should prepare
them to deal with computers, which ought to be de-mystified. Many politiciansalso feel that
modernisation of schooling involves bringing computers into schools. If children need to become
literate and numerate, today they need also to know something about computers. All children
should have counes in 'computer awareness'. But let me return to this later. I shall call this the
Social Rationale.

A second reason offered is that many children should learn to operate computers. Teaching
children pmgramming gives them some confidence in their ability to control computers, and may
be a foundation for a cuter in computer science. Teaching childrenhow to use applications
programs does not rr.ittire them to learn programming, but it does give them skills that may be
useful to them as children and possibly when they nxwe into jobs. Specific vocational training will
come later, from employers or post-secondary institutions. At school, runs the reasoning, many
children, boys and girls, should take courses in 'computer literacy' or even 'computer science'.
This is the Vocational Rationale.

A third reason advanced is that children should be able to use computers in learning physics, art or
any other subject, where computer-assisted learning (CAL) offers advantagesover odic; methods.
Schools in industrial countries like the United States and the UnitedKingdom now have access,
given the funds, to a considerable stock of CAL software. This is the Pedagogic Rationale, based
on a strong belief that computers can teach.

A fourth reason is that 5chools can be changed for the betterby the intt ction of computers.
Teaching, administrative and mangerial efficiency may be improved. = educators assert that
when computers arrive in a school, its staff, parents and children are mote open to change than
they usually are. Computers help children to become less dependent on the teacher as expert.
Computers require children to do less memorizing of facts and more information-handling and
problem-solving Computers encourage children to learn by collaborating rather than competing
with other children. Computers help administrators to bring about change. Computers are seen as
catalysts, enabling desired change in education to occur. This is the Catalytic Rationale.

Scrutinising these rationales

Each of these four rationales probably sounds to you reasonable enough, and quite familiar, but
each is rather too simplistic. Each deserves to be scrutinised, lest its proponents be guilty of
merely jumping on a bandwagon.

What does the Social Rationale lead to? Ministries of Education think they must provide
'computer awareness', in classes or clubs that teach an awareness of the principles on which
computers work, including some elementary BASIC programming. Most children commonly get
only a little hands-on experience and usually there is no examination or test of their achievement
In industrial countries, quite large numbers ofchildren are now receiving sua computer education.

Where are the roots of the Social Rationale? Are they in liberal thinking which urges free and
equal access for all children to computers, the wonder machines of our age? And which wants the
citizenry to be more fully developed as individuals? If so, what are governments doing to provide
free and equal access? Is there strength in the idea that children can realise their individual potential
because of computers in schools?

Or is this Social Rationale based on the socialist utilitarian desire to bring the greatest benefit to the
greatest number, in the service of all? That would mean at least avoiding the emergence of elites,
or domination of the machines by one racial group or gender. This is not what is happening in
socialist countries, let alone capitalist ones. It is not even the declared policy in any of them.

Or is the Social Rationale fear-driven, in the sense that we fear lest our children should be unable to
cope with these new monsters, which must be demystified? Yet it is well-known that our children
cope with them better than we do!

Or is this Rationale being subtly put about by politicians in league with international capitalist
financiers and manufacturers who see great profits to be made out of widespread acceptance of
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computers? It claims the high ground morally, this Rationale, being for the people. But is it true
that schools have been stampeded, stampeded into teaching computer awareness? They have
certainly been assailed by technological hype, generated by multi-national companies selling
information technology and information itself.

Or is the Social Rationale merely a piece of 'after-the-fact' justification for the rather low level of
what has happened in many schools? Some people argue that using computers in this way, to
generate computer 'awareness', is a waste of resources, because computers are potentially very
powerful educational tools.

Well, rve raised a lot of questions about the Social Rationale. 11,4 let me turn now to the
Vocational Rationale. Adoption of this rationale leads to 'computer studies' courses, quite often
aimed at preparing secondary school children for a public examination. Such courses include
substantial knowledge of how computers are designed and used, plus plenty hands-on experience
of applications such as woni-pmcessing and spreadsheet analysis, and some training in
programming, usually in BASIC but sometimes in PASCAL.

The Vocational Rationale has a Thatchente, market-orientated ring to it: computers help children to
prepare for jobs in the market-place. Computers will take them to successful money-maldng,
wealth-creating careers. But other major Britishpolitical parties have also declared that computersare vital to our economy and students should learn how to use them. Remember James Callaghan.
Political arguments arise instead over whether school is the right place for vocational training.
Because the Vocational Rationale calls for far more time to be spent on computer education than
does the Social Rationale, the question ofcurriculum priorities comes up. What should computers
displace? Because computer-related technology and jobs are changing fast, governments adoptingthis ration. may be very uncertain about the course content. Obsolescence is a huge problem.
Worse, the lack of well-trained teachers often means that programming is poorly taught, and
children must later unlearn what they learned at school, once they are in jobs or post-secondary
education. Wouldn't they be better off doing physics? So the Vocational Rationale is not withoutits difficulties.

Next, the Pedagogic Ralonale. This focusses on improving teaching and learning, and may wellbe the one that commands greatest support, perhaps overwhelmingly so, here at CAL89! It has anidealistic tone. Let me quote: We want 'to enrich the existing curriculum and improve the way inwhich it is delivered, by using computers as sophisticated educational tools which can extendtraditional ways of presenting information to children and offer new opportunities through
techniques (such as simulation), possible only with computers' (Commonwealth Secretariat,
1986). 'Enrich', 'improve', 'extend', 'offer' are all good positive verbs to use.

The rationale isn't faulty, even if enthusiasts exaggerate a little. But the technical and fmancial
means of following it through may be lacking, as we struggle to develop satisfactory educational
software. Many papers being read here reflect research going on to realise the potential of
computers in helping children to learn. We already see examples of what computers can teach that
teachers alone cannot. Some of our best hopes may lie in using computers for monitoring andsensing within science, for data logging, robotics and computer-aided design, and for informationretrieval in the humanities. Clearly, we don't want children using computers to learn in schoolsthat which teachers can teach better. The Pedagogic Rationale is essentially hopeful, if only theresources can be found.

Of these four Rationales, I think the Catalytic one has the most hidden power, but it also promisesa Utopian future that will never arrive. First, it speaks of schools as they might become, if only
computers could be present in large enough numbers, with the right kind of software to enablechildren and teachers to change. Supporters of this Rationale say that computers will help childrento move away from rigid curricula, rote-learning and teacher-centred lessons, by giving morecontrol to children of their own learning. 'Let the child program the computer, not the computer
program the child', shout the likes of Seymour Papert, and it is indeed a powerful idea.
Somehow, we are told, teachers will adopt 'more relevant' curricula by using computers Ind bringeducational opportunities to a larger number of people.

I think these people are pinning their hopes on computers because their ideals for schools have not
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been achieved by other means. I have some sympathy with them. Optimists among us hope that
LOGO, microworlds, word-processing, computer conferencing and the like will soon impact
farvourably on the curriculum and schools. It is certainly the British Governments desire,
expressed through the National Curriculum Council, to see computers embedded in the new
centralised curricula of the 1990s.

Second, the Catalytic Rationale speaks of organisational change. Pessimists -- and I'm sure there
are none here insist that NO desirable organsiational change will ever come about through
introducing computers. Such people are very gloomy about present attempts to computerise
management information systems in schools. But administrators are already changing the way
they manage schools, and are turning to computers to help them.

Despite these qualifications, I would say that only a blind optimist or a Conservative politician
would use the Catalytic Rationale to justify future expenditure on the basis of what has changed so
far. Schools, whether they opt out or not, now have to raise funds and control expenditure.
Computers help, even if one disagrees, as I do, with the underlying ideology. But computers
follow the law, rather than the law following computers. They are seldom catalytic in the bmad
sense, although they change working practice.

Other rationales

I think that these four, Social, Vocational, Pedgagogic and Catalytic, are the most popular
rationales being used to justify putting computers into schools, but I want to mention three others,
which I shall call the Information Tee' aology Industry Rationale, the Cost-effectiveness Rationale
and the Special Needs Rationale.

The 'Information Technology Industry Rationale runs like this: in our country (it could be the
United Kingdom or Zimbabwe) we want :o build up a strong information technology industry. On
the hardware side, we want to manufacture, or at least assemble, computers and their components.
On the software side, we want to build up a highly skilled workforce of programmers, capable of
undertaking contract programming for customers from this and other countries.

Proponents of this rationale tend to be from within the industry, and they favour placing large
numbers of locally-made or assembled computers in the schools, at government expense, adding
the comment that this will bring down the average cost of hardware and may indeed be the only
way in which the national enterprise can be viable, to the benefit of industry andcommerce. The
manufacturers and/or importers bring pressure to bear on Ministries of Education to prescribe the
models they sell. Once the machines are in the schools, they expect the Vocational Rationale to
prevail and have little interest in the others. They have 'made their market' once, and may be able
to make it again if the country does indeed build up a workforce of programmers. This rationale is
market-driven, without doubt, under the guise of serving national interest It often hides behind
one of the four rationales I have already discussed.

The Cost-effectiveness Rationale commands little support, even ; i the World Bank, but its
proponents (such as Carnoy, Daley and Loop, 1987), argue that computer hardware and software
can substantially replace teachers, and be more cost-effective. Perhaps hey draw theirevidence
from industrial and commercial training, wherecomputers have in fact proved to be cost-effective
; a certain settings (Hawkridge, Newton and Hall, 1988). As yet, you would have to go a very
long way to fmd a private primary or secondary school based mainly on teaching through
computers, and it would be operating at a loss. The rationale is faulty because it does not take into
account the socialising and other humanistic roles of schools, which parents will not sacrifice,
rightly, I feel.

The Special Needs Rationale asserts that chilchen with special needs, including those with
moderate or severe learning difficulties, and those who are sensorily or physically disabled, benefit
greatly fiom using computers, which can motivate slow leamers and compensate for disabilities
(Hawkridge, Vincent arIS Hales, 1985). Here the rationale is sound, but there is no general
panacea: instead, extremely patient assessment of each child's needs is essential before
computer-based solutions are offered. The cost of assessment and of the technology is high.
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Rationales in developing and industrial countries

So which rationale or rationales does each country choose? And do developing countries choose
different ones from industrial countries? It seems clear that national strategy on putting computers
into schools depends to a large extent on the dominant rationale. The Social Rationale does not
lead to the same strategy as the Vocational one. For example, if a government wants to teach
computer awareness in secondary schools, itmay tty to introduce rather low-cost microcomputers
into a large number of schools. It will expect every school to have several teachers who, between
them, can teach all children for 2-3 hours a week in, say, the second year. But if a government
strongly influenced by the Vocational rationale wants to introduce computer studies, possibly as an
examination subject near the end of secondary schooling, medium-priced microcomputers will be
needed, teachers will have to be much better trained, and probably only selected classes ofchildren
will be able to take the course. In fact, the government will probably decide to limit hardware and
software provision to a minority of secondary schools in the country, on the grounds of shortage
of resources and only a small national requirement for school graduates with computer studies.

Governments influenced by the Pedagogic and Catalytic Rationales must face a far larger bill for
hardware and software. Consider the CAL software side for a moment. The cost of developing
and marketing suitable CAL software is very high, as we know to our cost in the UK. Indeed, it is
so high that very few countries have tried on a large scale. The rest are importing software or
doing without it. Those importing it are usually unhappy with what they get, for pedagogical as
well as cultural reasons. Those doing without it are escaping from these two rationales: they are
giving up hope and may indeed be very sceptical of trials elsewhere. Doubtless they have not sent
representatives to CAL89.

I will not dwell here on the question of whether developing countries need computers in their
schools. That is for them to decide, and many are saying Yes, they do, and are stating their
rationales. Though these countries advance similar rationales to those given by industrial ones,
most of them place greatest emphasis on the Vocational Rationale, and much less on the Social,
Pedagogic and Catalytic ones. For example, China, which committed about £50 million in 1984 to
support its policy on computers in schools, definitely selects children to study computers, and
expects them to proceed to computer scienceor to be useful to their employers, because it perceives
computers as an essential part of its drive towards modernisation. India at first signalled its
determination to give selected children a chance to enter this field of computer technology, but
educationists there called for a less elitist project, based on the Social Rationale and to some extent
on the Pedagogic Rationale. There were even some who sought to bring the Catalytic Rationale tobear, to change Indian schools. Lately, however, the Vocational Rationale appeals dominant, with
the Ministry of Electronics playing a major role.

Pakistan, working on a much smaller scale than India, has a pilot project aided by an internationalbank. The rationale adopted so far is clearly Vxational. Six South-East Asian cour -ies haveplanned for a computer literacy course for all secondary children, with elective computer studies
courses for senior classes, but hardly any CAL to serve the Pedagogic Rationale and no mention atall of the Catalytic one. Of the six, some have resources to implement the plan in full, others not.Singapore decided some years ago that soffirlre development, in particular, would be an important
part of its economic future. The Ministry of Education requires every secondary school student totake a 20-hour computer familiarisation course, and subsidises computer clubs in many of the
schools. Mauritius and Sri Lanka are taking a similar Social and Vocational line, with undertones
of the Information Technology Industry Rationale. Could these islands, with their well-educated
peoples, become data-entry and software sweatshops for Asia and Africa?

Two other island nations, Fiji and Trinidad, found that their desire to follow the Pedagogic
Rationale was frustrated because British origins of their curricula clashed with US origins of the
software, bought to run on US machines. In Kenya, not run by tilt, Ministry, there has been a
well-founded, but not entirely successful, attempt to follow the Pedagogic and Catalytic rationalesas well as the Social and Vocational. There, the market for computer-related skills is still small andcan be met by children from only a few secondary schools.
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Is there evidence of changing priorities?

There is no time to speak of Bahrain and Botswana, Jamaica and Jordan, Egypt, Lesotho, Nigeria
or Tunisia. And I do not know what is happening in the Latin American countries. But is there
evidence of changing priorities in any countries, industrial or developing? Axe governments
shifting their ground as they try to justify putting computers into schools?

Our recent study certainly indicates that Ministries of Education without a policy on computers in
schools are waking up to the fact that they need one, based on a clear rationale. The trouble is, the
computers arrive anyway, whether through donations or by purchase out of non-government
funds. There is indeed great pressure from manufacturers and their agents. This sort of pressure
can be very damaging in developing countries. Without a policy computers, some of them
obsolem, arrive in uncoordinated fashion. Teachers are not trained. Software is scarce. Hardware
is incompatible. Spares, repairs and maintenance hardly exist. Expensive private schools
probably survive best, with a network of foreign contacts, quickly widening the gap between their
children and the rest. Ministries without a policy will probably formulate one soon, but does that
mean priorities are changing? Not necessarily, because for them computers may have to remain a
low priority, due to lack of resources.

Ministries of Education with a policy, backed by a rationale or rtionales, may still lack the money
to do all they want to, of course, and they may bc unable to give computers high priority. But at
least they are able to take important decisions, within the policy. For example, should they allow
their schools to accept donations of hardware, particularly of obsolete hardware? Should they
require schools to have at least one properly trained teazher before obtaininga computer? SLould
they set up a centre for support services and posObly to develop educational software? What
degree of dependence on other countries can they -Aerate? Ministries with a policy can also
determine, at the right time, whether computers should receive higher priority.

Ministries of Education with a policy that has been tested for some years are changing their
priorities. Even in the United States, where legislatures in states such as California have been
persuaded to put very large sums into computers for schools, there is pause for reflection. Here in
the United Kingdom, we have a three-year study of the impactof computers on schools,
accompanied yet again by short-term programmes for hardware, software and support. At the
same time, subject working parries for the National Cuniculum Council are being pushed io embed
computer-assisted learning in all the core subjects. Nobody knows what the final outcome will be
for British schools. Probably the dark realities of costs will slowly be recognised, and with the
dawning recognition priorities may shift again.

The Social and Vocational Rationales are gathering strength in developing countries, and the
Pedagogic Rationale in richer industrial ones. The Catalytic Rationale, noble as it is, is there in the
background to give us hope. The rationale finally chosen and implemented by each country will be
the affordable one.

Summary

Let me summarise. I have advanced what I consider to be the four popular rationales for using
computers in schools, and I have touched on three others that are possibly being neglected. I have
offered you some criticisms of each. I lurie shown that these rationales are not influencing
developing and industrial countries in the same way. Indeed, there are interesting differences and
some evidence that priorities are changing as the true costF are calculated. Whatever our own
personal rationales may be for usingcomputers in schools, I believe we can look forward to an
absorbing and intellectually exciting period as countries shake out the wrinkles and decide exactly
what they want to do, why and whether they can afford it.
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